
Helpful Keyboard Shortcuts 
for Your Macbook

Command Function Notes

Cmd+Z Undo

Cmd+C Copy
Cmd+V Paste

Cmd+W Close Closes the front window. To close all windows of the 
app, press Option-Command-W.

Cmd+Q Quit Applications Closes the application you are working in.
Cmd+F Search
Cmd+T Open a new tab Works in in a browser, maps and finder.
Return Rename Select the file in Finder, hit the Return key, type out the 

new name, and hit Return again. 
Cmd+1 View each file as an icon Works in Finder.

Cmd+2 View each file as a list Works in Finder.

Cmd+3 Shows the contents of a 
set of folders as a series 
of columns

Works in Finder.

Cmd+4 Shows the cover flow 
perspective

Works in Finder.

Cmd+H Hide applications Hides all the open windows of the applications you are 
using, and switches the foremost application to the 
most recent one. 

Cmd+Opt+H Hides open windows Except the one you’re using

Space Quick Look In Finder you can view a series of images or other files 
without fully opening them in an application.

Cmd+Opt+D Show or hide the dock Press the shortcut again to reveal the dock once more.
Cmd+Opt+Delete Immediately delete a file Works in Finder

Cmd+Shift+3 Take a screenshot of 
your entire screen

Saves as a PNG file on your desktop.

Cmd+Shift+4 Draw a rectangle over 
an area to screenshot 
just that region

Saves as a PNG file on your desktop.

Cmd+Opt+Esc Force quit applications A window will appear where you can choose which 
application(s) you want to Force Quit.

Cmd+comma Open Finder Preferences A window will appear with the available options.

Cmd+period Cancel an operation You have to be in the middle of something (i.e loading a 
webpage of saving a document.)

Cmd+Shift+Q Log out A window will appear to ask you if you are sure.

Cmd+Shift+? Get Help Get help when you need to troubleshoot problems.


